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Abstract

Although disgust is linked to a strong distancing and rejection reaction, we find that simultaneously experienced (“shared”) feelings of disgust can build unique social connections between consumers. In three studies, we show that when previously unacquainted individuals consume a disgusting product together and experience shared feelings of disgust, they subsequently feel more similar, close and therefore more bonded to one another. Importantly, however, we also find that disgust’s strong contaminating properties taint the social connections that it builds. Unlike other social connections where feelings of similarity and closeness run in parallel to liking and desire for affiliation, the current research shows that disgust leads to a unique type of social connection in which consumers report increased feelings of similarity and closeness to one another but decreased liking for and interest in affiliating with one another. Two other projects, which examine the impact of disgust and fear on social bonds, choice deferral, and virtual reality, will also be presented.
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